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Bookosmia, in association with Word

Munchers-Kolkata, proudly presents an

ebook written by sparkling young minds

between the ages of 7-16. 

On the occasion of Mahatma Gandhi's

death anniversary, we found no better

way to remember Bapu than to publish

young voices who keep him alive in their

everyday lives.

Hey everyone!
Your friend,
Sara here!



Why this book?

 A note from Bookosmia, the publisher

Bookosmia(smell of books), a global writing platform

for under 16s, is on a unique mission to make young

voices heard, having published 1000+ stories by

young writers from across 104+ locations.

 

In this deeply profound collection, young writers have

chosen quotes by Mahatma Gandhi that have

influenced them and describe how beautifully they

apply them to their day-to-day lives. It is heartening

to see Bapu continuing to thrive through these young

voices. More power to them! 

To our readers, wherever you are, we hope this book

resonates with you in some way. if you are a young

voice with something to say, we are listening at

Sara@bookosmia.com

We are grateful to Dr. Kamini Gupta, Lecturer at

King’s Business School and published writer for her

passionate and well researched views on Gandhi

and his life, for sharing  sharing her valuable insights

on this pathbreaking concept. 

Thanks to Mkgandhi.org, bpaintingvalley.com,

governancenow.com and nuvs.com for archiving

Bapu’s precious photos which were used in this book. 



Foreword

Dear readers, writers, and dreamers,

We mark today, the day that Gandhi

ji left the world 73 years ago. But

even though he is physically no

longer among us, his ideas continue

to influence our minds; his principles

are what many of us are growing up

imbibing; and his hope for a better

India, is a hope that lives within all of

us.

It is a good day to introspect how

Gandhiji influences us; and your

stories have inspired me to share my

own reflection on this. I resonate

with much of what Gandhiji held

dear. 

 



And equally, I don't resonate with

some of the things that he held dear

(minor digression, but it is important

to reinforce that no hero is perfect!). 

The value that inspires me most from

Gandhiji's life is his constant search

for truth. Gandhiji held truth as a

very important goal and his actions

were driven by the need to get

closer to truth in any sphere or area

where he was involved. This constant

search for truth meant that he was

not unwilling to change his opinion,

often publicly. 

He was not afraid to say, 'I'm sorry, I

was wrong, and that I have

redefined my position on this matter

after finding more information on it.'  



This is a quality that I try to imbibe in

my life as much as I can. For

example, when I find myself in a

heated discussion about a matter of

politics, I try to remind myself that

the only worthy goal of such a

discussion is to get closer to the

truth, and not to win an argument. 

This helps me approach such

discussions less emotionally and

more objectively. I also try to be

more open about sharing what I

don't know. Gandhiji's teachings tell

me that only when I accept that I

don't know something, can I create

the capacity to learn it. His

commitment to truth was not only in

words, but more importantly in

intentions.  



I would like to end with these words

from Gandhiji:

“The instruments for the quest of

truth are as simple as they are

difficult. They may appear quite

impossible to an arrogant person,

and quite possible to an innocent

child.”

May we all imbibe humility and an

open mind!

Dr Kamini Gupta is a Lecturer (Assistant

Professor) at King’s Business School, King’s

College London. Her award-winning research

focuses on the domain at the intersection of

business and society; and she has a special

interest in social issues in India. Apart from

her research that has been published in top

management journals, she also writes and

appears regularly in Indian and British press

on issues that have social and economic

implications. Kamini holds an Honours degree

in Economics from Shri Ram College of

Commerce, an MBA from IIM Lucknow and a

PhD from London Business School. She tweets

at @dr_kaminigupta.



“Gandhi's life was a quest for truth. For

him truth is God. In his search for truth he

found ahimsa (non-violence), abhay (no

fear), non-possession, self reliance as

tools. Gandhi was the man of the

millenium. Walking on his footsteps today

is not a requirement, it is imperative.

Gandhi loved children. He must be in

great joy seeing you all trying to learn

from his teachings. He will lead you to

right path, to the right destination.”

A Gandhian’s opinion 

Mudita Vidrohi is an environmental

and social activist. She belongs to

a committed Gandhian family.

Mudita has done her Masters and

M.Phill in Gandhian Thought and

continues to learn from Gandhi.

For her every question she seeks

answer in Gandhi.



Write-ups not to be missed
A man is but the product of his
thoughts ..........................Page 10 

Be the change you wish to see in the
world...............................Page 16 

Practice  cleanliness............Page 24 

Non-violence is the weapon of the
strong.............................Page 29 

Believe in yourself..............Page 35 

Learn to forgive and forget...Page 40 

In a gentle way, you can shake the
world..............................Page 44 

Be humble........................Page 49 



”A MAN IS BUT THE

PRODUCT OF HIS

THOUGHTS” 

Ananya Rajgaria learnt writing and

expressing her thoughts from her

sister. She is very passionate about

theatre, dance and craft.She wants to

major in psychology since she

believes that mental illness is a huge

problem in today’s world and needs to

be talked about more.

By Ananya Rajgaria, 16 from Kolkata



I believe that  we have

control over our feelings. 

Our feelings are a product of our

thoughts. We may not be able to

suppress  them but we may be able

to convert them into motivation. The

most absurd  thing about this is that

our thoughts actually aren’t our

thoughts. 

They are our society’s thoughts.In

India, people believe that marks are

everything. For at least 14 years of my  

life, I used to believe that marks are

everything. 



There is this constant rat race 

 around everyone where they feel

the need to be the best. The

number one!

Most parents pressurize their

children so much because “What

will the society think?” that

sometimes children end up taking a

wrong step. 

Numbers such as grades and

salaries rule our life and damage

our minds. This is the thinking  that

made me lie to my parents, my

friends, my sister. 

 I was so ashamed of my marks

that I felt the need to lie to them. 



Why are grades  such a huge deal

in our lives is beyond my

understanding.“ Do what you

love,”“ Think big,”“ Nothing is

impossible.”

These are the quotes we hear

everyday and yet our parents and our

family  members say that we won’t

be able to get anywhere if we don’t

get good grades. 

My feelings towards myself, towards

my people and my surroundings

became  dull just because I was not

getting straight A or A+. 

Our thoughts get so affected

because of the social stigmas in the

society that we end up disliking 

 ourselves.



Why do we constantly feel the need

to prove ourselves? Why is it that we

can’t be happy for someone else?

Why is it that we always have to

be the number one? 

My sister says, “Teenage years are

kind to no one” and that is the most 

 relatable quote I have come across. 

Teenage years include a lot of

insecurities,  bullying, confusion,

finding yourself, exploring options

etc. 

In the  midst of all that, pressure from

parents, teachers, school, tuition

teachers, the SOCIETY ends up

pressurizing a teenager a lot.



Lastly, one thing that I have learnt is

to be kind to one another. That is one  

thought that has shaped me today. 

The world is a very tough place to

survive  in. The only way we can

make it a better place is by being

happy for our peers,  friends,

family, family and strangers.

Why? 

Because, one smile goes a long way.



”BE THE CHANGE YOU

WISH TO SEE IN THE

WORLD” 

Saanvi loves dancing. She

is a good writer and loves

to have coffee. Her

ambition is to be a

multitasker  in life, as in a

dancer-writer.

By Saanvi Agarwal, 13 from Kolkata 



 Would you like to live in a

country where on one

hand, people sleep with

empty stomachs and on

the other hand, thousands

are spent on food, which

is getting wasted?

Or you could live in a country where

at least you don’t have to see

people,  dying out of hunger. 

The choice is up to you. 

You can make a decision.



I believed in Mahatma’s saying

“Be the change you want to see

in the world”. And I followed my

dream. 

Each day I crossed the market as

we went for a walk. I used to see

people sleeping under  small

baskets, cramped up and clutching

their stomachs, as if they had not 

 eaten for days. Seeing this

compelled me to do something.

One day, I was invited to this launch

of a game. As I proceeded to the

food counter, I was shocked to see

that the bins were full of food

instead of  plates.



And that was the moment where I

decided that I had to do something.

Coding  helped me a lot through

this journey of mine. 

 I decided to develop an app 

 where people can give away

food, but executing that app was

a lot tougher  than I thought.

For that, I asked my dad to help. He

said he could get food banks built.

That would take six months. But I

agreed willingly as the time would

help me  advertise about the app. I

decided that if we actually got

large number of  people who

agreed to download that app, we

could hold an app launch. But  that

was all later.



So this is how it finally worked.

People who wanted to give away

food could login to the app and

state what food and amount is

being given away. Basis that, the

app would give one special

barcode. 

When you showed the barcode to

the food  bank and let it get

scanned, it opened up and took in

the food.

People who needed food were

informed. Many people wanted to

also help in the app work. We

decided that three people who

volunteer each day on the  app

itself, will deliver the food to the

households.



As I decided to advertise, I talked to

my best friend, whose dad worked

in an  advertising company. He was

looking for a goodwill

advertisement and I  proposed

mine. 

Everything was running smoothly,

until one day my mother came

home and said that for the paper

signing to get it done, we would

have to meet an important

bureaucrat. 

I felt he did not believe in social

work, but he was interested in the

money. The person in question said

that we could settle this over the

phone too, and it looked as if he

wasn’t interested in my project.



We tried to settle but he wouldn’t

budge. 

He asked who will repair the

systems  and who will give the

money. That seemed all he thought

about. Then my dad  jumped in to

clarify that it was a personal project

and just the signatures were to e

done, for official and legality

matters. To that the approving

authority had not a single issue.

Just a week before the release,

there was a message that there

were thousands of people who

would download the app, and they

were all over the  city. So we

decided to have an online launch,

and everything was settled.



Each day for each locality, there

were more than 7 people on an

average who  volunteered to work

and more than 500 packs of food

delivered.

 I was happy and honoured as I

could follow Mahatma’s principle



”PRACTICE

CLEANLINESS”

Manya is a very creative child

who loves activities such as

drawing, story reading, and

dancing. Her favourite

character is Sofia and she

loves to create things with her

Lego pieces.

By Manya Rungta, 6 from Kolkata 



 I remember seeing an

advertisement in the

television, during the

serials, in which Gandhiji

spoke of the importance

of keeping everything

clean.

Mom and I had gone to the local

market to buy stationery and fruits.

When I was going to the stairs I saw

dirty fruits, paper and plastic lying on

the  stairs. I threw them in the dustbin

to clean the stairs.

 



I saw many things dirty in the

market.

Next, we went to the fruit seller. 

My mom bought fruits and I saw all

the walls  were very dirty and the

flies were sitting on the fruits. 

 I arrived home and told Mom

and Dad, “We should clean the

local market for  healthy living

just as Gandhiji told us.”

 Over the weekend my parents, my

elder sister, our security guard and

I went to clean the market. 



We took gloves, bucket, paint,

brush, broom, detergent etc  for

cleaning.

Once we reached there and

started to clean, the storekeepers 

 also came and joined us in

cleaning.

My sister and I painted the walls

which were dirty. My mother and

father were  cleaning the stairs

and the security guard helped the

storekeepers. 

By the  evening, the market was

spick and span and we sat there

for some time. 



When we were sitting, I felt like

Gandhiji came in front of me. He

was happy and said I  have

done a very good job. 

I heard myself say, “Thank you,

Bapu.”



”NON-VIOLENCE IS A

WEAPON OF THE

STRONG”

Keshav enjoys theatre and

plays football. He took to rap

music very early in life and

loves spending time finding

out new artists and how their

life experiences translate into

impactful music.

By Keshav Bhatta, 14 from Mumbai 



 I am sure we’ve all had

that one incident in our

lives which has left a deep  

impression on our mind.

Well, for me, that incident taught me

some powerful life–lessons. 

It all  happened in the summer of

2012 when I had gone down to play

football on the concrete playground

of our housing complex.

A boy from team A kept impeding the

forward progress of a boy from team

B.  



It got to a point where the boy

who was fouling, twisted the other

player’s ankle by stepping on his

foot. 

It was deliberate and violent.

As a nine year old who had seen

very little, I expected a flare-up

between two  opposing teams. 

To my surprise, a young boy came

forward and effectively 

 persuaded both the team

members to keep their calm, while

he dealt with the matter. He

maintained his composure and

respectfully demanded a sincere 

 apology from the offender who

had lunged at his friend.



And he did apologize, albeit

grudgingly.

To an onlooker it may have seemed

like just another on-field incident. 

For me,  it had meaningful

lessons that built my abilities to

cope with stressful situations.

Firstly, I observed how one must

approach such situations in an

unbiased way.  

The boy who demanded an

apology not only belonged to team

A but was also  the best friend of

the player who had fouled.



Secondly, I learnt how one

needs to ‘respond’ to a situation

and not ‘react’. 

An immediate reaction may have

resulted in a fight but a thoughtful

response  avoided a physical

confrontation.

Thirdly, you do not have to

necessarily be the eldest to take

charge of a  situation. 

In this case, the boy who came

forward to resolve the matter was 

 only fourteen. 

The others who quietly agreed with

him were two to three years older

to him.



Lastly, there will always be a non-

violent and amicable way to work

out a difficult situation and bring

peace, just like Mahatma Gandhi

professed.

To this day, that single incident

inspires me to never  lose sight

of what is fair, put aside my

emotions and find a peaceful

way to  settle a conflict. 



”BELIEVE IN YOURSELF”

Siddharth’s favourite hobbies

are reading Harry Potter books

and watching the recent

English premier league

football matches which have

resumed after the  covid crisis.

By Siddharth Mundra, 9 from Kolkata 



 My parents explain to me

that life is full of ups and

downs and if ever I am 

 faced with any challenge,

I must remember the story

of this boy.

He was a young baby boy, who  was

born into a rich business family. He

had all he needed. As he was

growing up, his father suffered huge

losses in his  business. 

The family landed into a lot of

hardships.This young boy saw all this,

and it was very difficult for him.



His  parents always taught him

never to lose hope, work hard and

be truthful. 

The  mental strength and

confidence which they instilled

in him helped him achieve

excellent results in his

academics. 

Over time he succeeded and

today he is the CEO of a

prestigious financial institution,

doing very well for himself and his

family. 

All this happened only because he

believed in his hard work and

teachings of his parents and

teachers.



My parents explain to me that life

is full of ups and downs and if ever

I am  faced with any challenge, I

must remember the story of this

boy.

I am still young. I have a few goals

at present.

First of all is I wish to be a black

belt in taekwondo and the second

one is to be an author. I am

working hard for these. 

I am training hard as well as

reading a  lot. 

And I believe that one day I can

get my act together and achieve

those.



As I grow up I shall have

different ambitions. But the

mantra behind reaching one’s

goals is to have self belief. 

That would provide us with the

confidence,  perseverance and

support we need to work hard

towards our goals.



”LEARN TO FORGIVE

AND FORGET”

Kiaan is a big fan of dinosaurs

and animals of the prehistoric.

His hobbies are reading,

playing chess and drawing.

The Enchanted forest has been

his favourite book so far.

By Kiaan Raj Nathan, 7 from Delhi 



 It was a small incident

but it taught me a very big

lesson.

One evening I was playing with my

boomerang in the badminton court

of my colony all by myself. Some

small children of my colony wanted

to play with my boomerang, so I let

them play with it and went off with

my friends. 

When I came back I saw the children

had thrown my boomerang on the

roof of the store.



One of the children named Arjan,

who was just three and a half

years old had thought of this idea. 

I was very angry with him and felt

like yelling at him but tried not to. 

My father asked someone from the

store to get a stick to bring my

boomerang down. I finally got my

boomerang back. 

 I decided to pardon him and the

other children and did not say

anything to them. The next day

when I came out to play I had

completely forgotten about the

incident. I felt happy and light

that day.



My father was proud of me

because I decided to forgive and

forget. He appreciated my

forgiving that little friend .

That day I learnt that it is very

important to forgive and forget

as Mahatma Gandhi had said.



”IN A GENTLE WAY, YOU
CAN SHAKE THE WORLD”

Suhani Khemka has great

enthusiasm for writing,

reading, baking, travelling,

and listening to music. Her

favorite book series are Harry

Potter and Sherlock Holmes.

By Suhani Khemka, 12 from Kolkata 



 The first  thing that strikes

our mind when an occasion

is arriving is how we will 

 celebrate it.

When it comes to celebration the

most important thing is a  grand

party and magnificent gifts. 

Excess food from parties is wasted

and  gifts exchanged which are

usually of no use.

Only by reforming our ways of

celebration, we can make an

immense  change in the world. 



Instead of giving splendid gifts

made of plastic we could  give a

plant pot with a message to ‘start

of new life’ or plant a sapling on 

 special occasions.

In this way we will not only be

helping mother nature recover

from the  exploitation we have

forced on her but also be a good

citizen and human  being. 

Instead of throwing a convivial

party we could go to the

orphanage or the old  age home

and distribute cakes, gifts, and

food. This will show kindness to

humanity and help others.



Throwing a party does not mean

we need to have a massive cake

and decorations. Instead we could

call our friends over to our house

and laugh together, making joyful

memories without fancy gifts. 

Instead of getting huge amounts

of foods and drinks we  could learn

how to bake one cake ourselves,

with our friends and then enjoy it. 

During festivals bursting expensive

crackers only causes harm to

others.  If we contribute the

money spent on them to an NGO

or another such organizations,

we can help someone get food

on their empty tables.



Let us blow away the cobwebs and

make some new reforms in our life.

Together let us make these

reforms and make this world a

better place for all.



”BE HUMBLE”

Harshika is very creative and

keeps herself occupied.

Learning to draw and put her

imagination on paper is her

interest since she was young.

Swimming and book reading

are her passions. 

By Harshika Agarwal, 8 from Kolkata 



 My friend Shanvi used to

be very humble since we

started school.  Sometimes

I was very proud. Even if I

got a new pencil, I would

show it off.

Once during the school sports,

Shanvi won a medal for her house

and yet remained down to earth. 

She was very modest even when she

was being praised for her

achievement.



One day our class teacher made

an  announcement that there

would be a violin musical

competition. 

We all became very excited about

it. My friend Shanvi was very good

at playing violin. She helped me

and other girls  practice for the

competition after school and

during recess. 

Finally, the day came and we all

played our best piece. Our band

was well synchronized. All the

teachers, guests, and others

appreciated our hard work.  Shanvi

was very polite. 



I felt very proud of myself. But

instead of showing-off I decided

to learn from my friend and be

humble. My parents were proud

of me . 

 I understood that even if we

know everything we must be

humble.  



“We love to introduce our children to

diverse genres and enjoy playing around

with eclectic topics. We believe it is

important for our children to be familiar

with the teachings of Gandhiji hence we

decided to introduce his values as topics

based on which our children wove stories.  

It was an enjoyable learning experience

and we were able to slip in tidbits about

the freedom struggle as well.” 

Valued opinion of our partner 

Richa Wahi, the proprietor of Word

Munchers, has a post graduate degree

in Teaching and Practice of Creative

Writing from Cardiff University, a post-

graduate diploma in Advertising and

Marketing from Xavier’s Institute of

communication and a post-graduate

certificate in copywriting from Mudra

Institute of Communication. She

received grants from the prestigious

Charles Wallace India Trust and British

Council’s Hammond Trust while

pursuing her higher education in

Cardiff.Richa has worked with children

and adults on diverse writing projects.



Bookosmia is a global writing platform for

young minds (under 17s) that publishes entries

from across the world. From remote villages in

India to Colorado to Munich. From

adventurous magical stories to cute butterfly

poems to serious essays to beautiful artwork to

heartfelt book reviews- we are amazed by it

all! With over 100 unique stories published

every month, we are a safe and preferred

destination for kids whether it is to read, listen,

write or watch their favourite stories.

Bookosmia is a global movement to make kids feel heard 

www..bookosmia.com @book_osmia@bookosmia


